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fully be laid down about it, certainly not in a few words at the extreme 
end of a paper. What can be said is that th~re is a period in one's 
climbing life when one feels the impulse to push effort and endurance 
as near as possible to the limit, and when the limit seems to be expanding 
from year ~o year. That impulse has its right place in mountaineering 
exper~ence, but it is not the w~?-ole of it, nor I think the most essential 
part. A time comes for each of us wheri increase of ski~l can no longer 
co~pensate for diminishing bodily powers. Our .capacity for first 
clas~ climbs begins to fail us, and the limits of what we can do steadily 
contract. But the delights of wanderip.g are endless. They are to be 
found, I have no doubt, by judicious search or by lucky chance in many 
parts of the mountains ; but from · the experience of my own later 
years I would say tq the midd~e aged or elderly climber that among 
the Alpine regions that can. most certainly reward a visit are the regions 
of. the Badile, the Disgrazia, and the Viso. · . 
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· Read before the Alpine Club, June .8, -1943 
-• 

·HE kind invitation to prepare and read a Paper seemed to imply
an alarmingly high standard of literary .attainment, and · I was 
thankful when I learnt that I .should be allowed to support verbal 

deficiencies with visual reinforcements. It seemed· to me also that in 
these days when a journey to Langdale or to Pen y Pass~- however 
necessary a journey it may be, is nevertheles~ the Club's ultimate 
adventure, it might not be amiss to present on .the screen a varied 
assortment ·of those mountains. that for nearly four years have been 
·not only inaccessible but invisil?le. . 

If I shall appear to flit . inconsequently and superficially from one 
mountain range to ano.ther, my excuse must be that by variety I inay 
be able to soothe the greatest common denominator of nostalgia 
among my audience. I cannot portray climbs on many mountains, 
but I will show you. mountains in many. climes if. you will accept a 
round-the-world ticket on a magic carpet.1 . 

I should like to set out ·On this tour from the valley which for m~, 
and perhaps for some of you also, "Was the initiation school. Was it here, 
in the Ogwen valley, that you were thrilled by your first a.<;lolescent 
attachment to ~ r~e, or cut those first exciting, if redundant steps in 
the frozen snow ? It was after such an introduction that I achieved 
as joint author practically my sole contribution to mountain literature. 
The brochure was for family consumption only and has long since 
pe.rished. ·But its title is worthy of preservation. It was called ' With 

1 This Paper'' was illustrated ·by many slides, to which no reference is given 
in the text as printed h~re. EDITOR. • 
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climax and -pachyderm.' Climax is surely the perfect portmanteau 
word for a climber's ax,l!, and the. word pachyderm for a knapsack or a 
covering in which you pack things has· an added significance in Wales 
if you hyphen they in the middle., thus revealing its Celtic origin. 

Let us now begin without further ado the first stage of our long 
journey and approa-ch the shores of Norway at Bergen, the nodal point 
of the country's seaborne· traffic. It is hard to look at pictures of 
Norway without a mental background. of horror and shame that any 
of our fellow creatures could have treated with such brutality a race so 
pe4ceful, so kindly and so co~rteous. 

Norway to most visitors means the fjords. Those deep and placid 
inlets up which the luxury liners nose their way are indeed magnificent. 
The ship burrows into the heart of the mountains, l)ut there is an · 
oppressive feeli~g that you are shut in by their flanks, that you cannot 
really see them and get on terms with them. It is some relief to the 
climber to know that the tou.rist for the most part brings his hotel with 
him and takes it away when he leaves. When you escape from the sea 
lanes you are apt to find thatJ'OU have left behind the visitor and are in 
the Norway of the Norw~gians a contrast to the Alps where you 
seldom if ever· feel that you are in the Switzerland of the Swiss . 

. 

Pictures which show the scenery at the heads of the Geirartger and 
Nord fjords. suggest an iHtroduction to more majestic scenery than in 
fact often exists. The walls that flank the lochs are abrupt and 
threatening, even to a disastrous degree as at Loen, where twice within 
recent y.ears no smal1 part of a mountain has fallen off into the lake 
causing an overflow which had fatal results. During. the first of these 
disa~ters a boat was deposited a mile inland. · 

But much of the higher ground between the fjords is apt to be 
dis'\ppointing_. The promise of the bold cliffs often ends tamely in 
rounded .summits or expanses of flat glaciers of interminable length. 
The most notable exception to this generalisation is the group known 
as the Horunger mountains which lie behind one of the innermost 
branches Qf the .Sogne fjord, I oo miles or so from the open sea. This · 
noble collection 1of rock ridges and peaks .rising from the glaciers was 
seen by W1llia:m Cecil Slings by during his first visit to Norway in I 872. 
' When we first sa.w those score of fine aiguilles,' he wrote, ' I believe I 
am right in saying that not one of them had yet been ascended.' To 
him four years later many of the peaks surrendered, including the 

' . greatest of them all,_ Store Skagastolstind. In the story of his conquest 
he tells how he surveyed its final grim precipice. from near a glacier 
tarn ' on the placid surface of which ma.ny quaintJittle icebergs were 
floating,' how he then left his two companions, who felt unable to go 
further, and alone fought his way up the ice-filmed rocks to the 
' unsullied crown of the peerless Skagastolstind. '2 

2 Some of the slides shown of the Horunger were lent by Mrs. Howard 
Priestm.an, who·se husband also contributed so much to the explor~tion of 
Norw4y's mountains . 
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Most of us · in this ronfil: are, I expect, of an age which does not 
entitle us to hope to b~ able · to achieve any climbs more difficult, more· 
adventurous and certainly not more acrobatic than those which we 
have already achieved. And I surmise that we all have one exploit of 
which we are secretly more proud than any other and to which our 
thoughts 'most frequently turn when we indulge in .re-climbing absent 
peaks. In my own mountain . day dreams the piece de resistance is 
Store Skagastolstind. 

I was at ... TurtegrCZJ with a friend many years ago. We had climbed 
together in North Wales, but we were grossly ignorant of glaciers. 

· However,. we had a glorious fortnight in the Horunger and somehow 
found our way up a large number of the peaks and the gendarmes 
on the ridges. W ~ kept Store Skagastolstind to .the end, though its 
reputation was such that we hardly dared· hope we could master it. 
On our penultimate day snow fell . it was early September and 
though the last day dawned fine · we were advised by Ole Berge, that 
great guide and keeper of one of the two · Turtegr0 hotels, that it would 
be unsafe to try the climb. So with the incol).sequent bravado of youth 
we set out. There was also another reason. We had told the fair 
In grid, a· delectable visitor at the adjacent hotel who came out with. us 
on our off days, that we were going to climb Store Skagastolstind, and 
that to our romaritic hearts seemed a very potent reason for so doing. 

The first part up the rocks from the col went well enough. The 
fresh snow was powdery but not troublesome and it was only when we 
got on to some slabs below the final crest that we had to . deal with 
gla~ed rocks~ The crux ca~e in a chimney into which I got a lodgment 
off my friend's shoulder. He then had to wait an eternity on an 
exposed ledge while I excavated ch'Uilks of i<;e and painfully forced my 
way upwards. How long it took I don't know, but it seemed an inter
minable struggle against ever increasing odds. After the conquest · of 
the chimney -the rest- seemed easy; we scramoled over- the snow
covered rocks and to us the crown of peerless Skagastolstind seemed 
as unsullied as it had to its first conqueror. Breathless we stood there 
and waved to an invisible· Ingrid in the valley below. 

Another noble group of No~wegian mountains is that which clusters 
· round the .Romsdal, that valley down which comes the branch line 

from Dombas, on the Oslo-.Trondeim railway, to Aandalst:laes, a small 
port on the. south side of the M~lde fjord from which some of our 
forces extricated themselv:es some three years ago. If yot;t look up 
the Isterdal from just outside the little town you see Bispen, Kongen, 
and Dronningen, a fine collection from the chess board. 

' Norway, too, has noble wild prospects;' said Dr. Johnson, and this 
might serve as a fitting text for a. description of the scenery to the south 
of the Molde fjord if one refrained from quoting the passage in full. 
The Doctor, however, was not concerned with paying a tribute to the 
Norwegian scenery, but was engaged in having a sly dig at Boswell, 
for the whole sentence reads: ' Norway too, has noble wild prospects, 
and Lapland is remarkable for prodigious noble wild prospects . . But, 
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Sir, let me tell you, the nob~est prospect which a Scotchinan ever sees 
fs the high road that l~ads him to England.' . 

However that may be, the Il)ost prodigious noble wild prospect in 
this region is, I think; the Romsdalshorn which dominates the left
hand side of the valley as you look up it from just above Aandalsnaes. · 
T·he ·usual r0ute up. the mountain makes a detour into the .next valley
a car can be driven up a somewhat dubious road to the last collection 
of dwellings thence a long trudge· through a diminishing for.est up to 
·a little lake at the back of which rises the abrupt peak of the Romsqals
horn. Before we survey it from this side we will turn round and look 
eastwards dpwn. th~ valley up which we have toiled, still filled with 
the morning-mists that herald a fine day, and across it to the peaks 
·beyond. If we now turn round again to conti_nue 'OU~ way towards 
the base of our peak we can see it in perhaps its finest setting. To the 
right of it is the low ridge which .on it_s far side descends she.er into the· 
Romsdal an4 over this appears the range on the far side of that valley. 
The_ route up the mountai~ lies across the base of the rocks and up a 
cleft, hardly visible from .the lake, that comes down froiJ?. just to the 
left of the top. The first portion is no more than a scramble, but the 

. angle steepens and -the final section is abrupt eno:ugh. My guide's lack 
of English was only eq1:1alled by my lack of Norwegian, but we had a 
very pleasant if somewhat reticent day together.- The top is. a small 
and sensational platform, from which one can peer straight down into 
the Romsdal. _Beyond the valley rise the Troldtinder, or the peaks of 
the Gnomes a theme to inspire .Grieg. 

If the tourist to Norway is apt to bring his floating hotel with }:lim 
and take it away when he departs, leaving the mountain. resorts simple 
and unspoilt, the· tendency .in the Alps has been for t.he one time yillage 
life to become more ana more sophisticated · and cosmopolitan. Let ... . . 
us take a leap of a thousand miles to Cortina. · At the Cristallo hotel 
you could nave tea-on fne terrace to The strains of a band. 13elow you is 
the swimming pool and the tennis courts, both complete with instructor. 
In the hotel itself is the cocktail bar and dance hall, and in 193.7 there 
was the additional attrac~ion most evenings ~of a fascist broadcast, · 
lVIussolini's own particular contribution being however effectively 
jammed by a higher ·authority in the form of a thunderstorm, so that 
even his most ardent supporters · had to . consent to the crackles and 
the splutters being turned o~. . 

Bowever, you need-not wander far up the Faloria slopes to see 
Monte Cristallo mirrored in a small tarn. It has always struck me that 
the most characteristic thing about the Dolomites is the way they 
.sprout out of otherwise .peaceful woods and meadows without any 
preliminary fuss. Look down a glade in the forest, and· you are prac
tically cert~in to see one at the end. Conv_ersely, p~er over the edge 
·from the· top of a Dolomite aRd you are as likely as not to see an in- . 
finitesima.l cow grazing in .the· pasture below. 

· That year the road from Misurina up to the Drei Zi~nen hut was in · 
process of being completed, but there were still some exceedingly 
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dangerous portions, particularly one hairpin bend of an incredibly 
steep angle and with no stable surface. I am not sure that its nego
tiation in a car was not more perilous ·than the ascent of the north side . 
of the Kleine Zinne which I accomplished with a guide on the same 
day. Nevertheless it seemed to me to be an Arduous and exciting 
enough climb. From the Misurina side the mpst westerly and the 
least interesting of the three Zinnen appears the most prominent. The 
Kleine Zinne . is best seen from the eastern side where its abrupt · 
precipice descends almost unrelieved ~y excrescences ·on to . the scree. 
The route up the north face starts up the wall just to the right of the 
base of the main peak, and after a brief respite, continues up the final 
turret as abruptly as it had beg~:n. There are two long Abseil. de~ cents 
on the way·down. I am the world's worst Abseiler, and can never get 
the complicated array of ropes· arranged right. On the first . of them I 
practically severed rn.y right leg at the thigh. On the second, trying a. 
different method, I all but cut off my head at the neck. · · 

The next day I soothed my aching limbs in the Lago de Braies> not 
altogether a voluntary bathe, but a member of the .family leaning over 
the edge _of the rowing boat dropped a fountain pen into the deepest, 
the clearest and the· .coldest ·water it has been my lot to ·explore. The 
plunge was even more heroic than the step into space when roping down 
on the Kleine Zinne. · . . 

That autumn I was due to travel, as: we shall travel this evening, to 
Tasmania and New Zealand. .A ·good route by road from Cortina is· 
along the Dolomitenstrasse, with its many ~airpin bends, cind always 
with the Dolomites in the background, through Bolzano and ·Merano, 
and over the Stelvio and then in the late evening down the long desce11:t 
to Sonqrio and. Lake Como. Another long day's drive will take you 
through . Lugano; Locarno, Domodossola and over the Simplon to 
the Rhone valley and down to the Lake of. Geneva. We have. no time 
to- stop in Switzerland, · but can4 perhaps h~lt for a brief climb at 
Chamonix on the Aiguille du Peigne, a spur of the Aiguille du Plan. 
I recommend this expedition- to ~nyone who has exactly one day left 
and ·no more, or to anyone who wishes to avoid the teqium of walking 
uphilL Take the · early morning. teleferique to the Aiguille dri Midi 
station, turn left and walk leisurely for half an hour or so on the level, 
and there you are almost at the base of the rocks. · It -is an intriguing 
Aiguille with a succession of problems, and one pJace near the top 
devoid of any apparent holds for hands or feet~ From the sumffi:it 
there is a foreshortened view.l!-p on to the ridge that connects the Plan 
to the Blaitier~, and at your back a very sickening drop into the 

. Cha~onix valley. On the way down good u~e can be made of the 
doubled rope, and in one place·there is a long rappel which I managed 
to negotiate without severing a limb. In the _other direction there is a 
prospect across t~e magnificent sweep of th~· ice and cliffs.of the_ Aiguille 
du Midi, a mountain that has a · very special appeal to me in t~at it . 
offered my first serious ascent in the Alps, an expedition referred to 
not so long ago in a paper read to the Club by Cyril Bailey.3 

. 1 A.J. 50. I 94· . · 
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We must now press on to the so'uth of France to take . ship for 
Australia. l'here is time perhaps· to make a hasty diversion to the 
Pyrenees, visiting one place only, and that in the ce~tre of the range 
on the French ~ide where the valley comes to a dead end against the 
wall of the famous Girque de Gavarnie.. The floor of the valley is 
about 4 soo feet above sea level, and the top of the cirque, on the ·~ther 
siqe of which is Spain, is from 96oo to ·Io,ooo feet. The waterfall in 
wet weather has a. sheer drop of nearly 1400 feet. On either side of 
the cirque .are peaks worth ascending, the Marbore and the Cylindre 
on the .left, the Tour and the Cas·que on the. right. Some way behind 
the Marbore in wild barren scenery and surt:ounded by small glaciers 
lies Mont Perdu, which as its name implies is not easily visible. It is 
wholly in Spain, and is one of the highest peaks in the Pyrenees. From 
the rocks of the Marbore you get an oblique view across the face of the 
cirque towards the Tour and the Casque and the ranges beyond. If 
you do not wish to go on from the Marbore to Mont Perdu you can 
traverse along the back, or Spanish, &ide of the cirque across an easy 
snow slope, and then after negotiating some scree and broken rocks you 
can get back through the frontier wall of rock by that remarkable 
fissure known· as the ~reche de Roland, a cleft ':Vhich was hewn by 
that legendary hero with a stroke of his sword D11:randal, a sort of 
superior Excalibur, in order to effect a passage back. from Spain. 
Thence snow slopes and grass offer an easy route to I 'Echelle, a natural 
staircase. in the rocks at the side of the cirque, and ~o back to Gavarnie. 

And now we must go to the coast at Marseilles or Toulon to set sail 
for Australia. The ship will pa.ss close to the rugged isle of Corsica, 
but will n.ot stop to all<1w us to land at the old :walled town of Calvi. 
If we could, and had a few days to spare, we might visit the enchanting 
little town of Evvis~ round which rise wild and rocky peaks. The whole 
island is mountainous, far more so than its neighbour Sardinia. The 
l<>"Wersiupes ~are -c-overe-d-with scralrof arbutus· and -other-s· , ... ~_ ... 
as macch£e. ' I can shut rp.y eyes and smell COrsica,' said Napoleon in 
exile at Elba. It was to the macchie he referred, but it was a saying 
which we often repeated in another context in. some of the narrower 
streets and courtyards of the primitive towns. 

Above the gorges round Evvisa rise· miniature Dolomites, though 
their structure is not of limestone but of hard granite. The higher 
ranges in the northern half of the island, which culminate in .Monte 
Cinto, ris~ to· a height of over 8ooo feet. 

From Corsica we ·shall have a long stretch of flat, or nearly flat .water, 
and as-·we p~ss through Port Said and the Suez Canal, dead fiat land on 

. ·either side. Later we may get a distant iew of those strange ranges 
that fringe the eastern .side of the Red Sea, apparently cut out of card
board. They seem quite unreal, entirely bare and entirely waterless . 
At Aden I h~ve wandered up above the town to inspect the com
position-of similar barren peaks. I don't know if they are composed 
of lava or merely of baked earth, but after the torrid passage of the 
Red Sea they offer~d no temptation. · 
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From here, except for one brief halt at Ceylon, we have nothing but 
ocean till we reach Australia, touching at Fremantle, rolling through 
the Bight to Adelaide and Melbourne. Here we leave the mainland, 
reminding ourselves that Australia is geologically worn out and its 
mountains shattered ruins scarcely thrusting their tops through the 
encroaching bush. But the Commonwealth's island state, Tasmania, 
has better withstood the ravages of time. May I take you there to 
make again with me one of the most fascinating expeditions I . have 
ever undertaken, if you will allow me to tell again the story of Cradle 
Mountain, already related in the JOURNAL. 4 

But first let us go to the capital of Hobart, a city of some so,ooo 
i~habitants, which lies at the head of a huge bay beneath Mount 
Wellington which rises over 4000 feet above it, a vast flat-topped mass 
with some steep fluted rocks known as the Organ Pipes on the eastern 
side. These offer a few short but adventurous climbs. From the top 
of the mountain you can look across the bay to the Southern Ocean 
·with no land between you and the south polar continent. Turn round 
.and look at Tasmania. We shall see partly with the eye and partly in 
imagination an . island as big perhaps as the Irish Free State. The 
whole of it.s western half is furrowed with valleys and ranges. It is 
thickly wooded and has a prodigious rainfall. Much of it isjnaccessible, 
so dense is the bush. In the course of a week end .expedition from 
Hobart we can traverse the long ridge of Mount Field from which we 
can look towards a region wherein no man has ever set fo.ot, not even. 
the primitive aboriginals whom our civilisation extinguished in less 
than a hundred years. The wallabi, the wombat, the Tasmanian devil 
and the snakes have the impenetrable forests to themselves, and the 
duc~-bil1ed platypus is undisturbed in the lakes. and streams. The 
eastern half of the island is drier and flatter, though there are isolated 
ranges of four and five thousand feet? such as Mount Barrow towards· 
the north -east. 
Th~ expedition I want to try and repicture for- you is one I undertook 

many years ago, in the Christmas midsummer ~olidays, to Cradle 
Mountain in the great scenic reserve in the north-west of the island. 

·I had borrowed an ancient car ~nd drove myself through a country of 
increasing wildness, past villages of wooden houses such as Sheffield, 
to Wilmot, the last outpost of habitation. Here I had an appointment 
to ~eet Bob Quaile who, in his spare time, ran the three-horse wagon: 
ette service to Cradle Mountain. We left early· next morning along a 
rough road through forests of gum trees; and then across an open 
plain with no apparent track · for miles at a stretch. We bumped over 
rocks and across streams, then through more forests, and as I clung on 
with increasing tenderness my driver told me the story of Herr Wein
dorfer, the strange recluse who was to be my host. He had been in the 

· Austrian Consular Service at Melbourne, and on the death of his wife 
had retired to this mountain fastness; a day's journey from the edge of 
civilisation, where he ·had built his wooden house Waldheim~ I was the 

4 A.J. SI. 253-255· 
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first visitor that summer, and Bob Quaile was doubtful whether we 
should find the Austr.ian alive. Towards evening., bruised and weary, 
we reached Waldheim, this structure of_ local timber, with its vegetable 
garden fenced against the inroads of the marsupial marauders. Imagine 
my relief when in answer to a shout from Quaile the strange gaunt 
figure of the hermit came out to greet us and help us unload the stores. 
we had brought. 

The next morning Quaile left with his equipage, and W eindorfer and 
I set off in perfect weather for Cradle· Mountain. A short walk round 
the spur of a hill brings you to the-edge of a lake, on the far side of 
which rises this most graceful peak in a setting of solitude unsurpassed 
in my experience. Its heig~t is slightly over sooo feet, and unlike most 
Tasmanian mountains its whole structure is free of encircling bush. 
The· highest point is at the extreme right, and the route goes up the 
face slightly to the left. T,he climbing here is not. diffi·cult, no more 
than a scramble, but there must be many other routes on to this ridge, 
both from this ·side, and the .other, which offer exciting problems on 
firm rock. On the ridge itself there are many pinnacles to tempt the 
gymnast, some of .which are of fantastic shape. · In those days the 

. mountain had not' been . thor<;>ughly explored, and I think I am right 
in saying that the traverse of the whole ridge had then been ·but once 
accomplished.· Even the little Ctadle, the subsidiary peak on the left, 
appears worthy of exploration, but W eindorfer's chief interest was in 
the plants and the animals of his lonely domain and he was content to 

· take me to the top by the easiest ·route. . · 

It was New Year's Eve, almost the longest day, and we had time 
enough for a protracted rest on the summit rocks, looking ·down to the 
lakes below, or across to the Cradle's curious square neighbour, Barn 
Bluff. And then · back to Waldheim, where I bathed while my host 

· prepared the evening meal. The next day W eindorfer was busy getting 
r~ady for a party of visitors whom Quaile . w~s bringing . up on the 
morrow, a1,1d I explored and bathed and photographed alone, thinking 
of the strange story of a lonely existence "vhich W eindorfer had narrated • 
the evening before. · · 

• 

. Soll_le years later the route from Wilmot was improved, and Wein-
dorfer acquired a motor bicycle. One winter he was found dead 
beside his machine. It is thought that illness had overtaken him and 
that he had tried too late to. seek help. Winter alone at Waldheim, 
hunting and trapping for food on ski by day, and the long nights of . 
solitude, must I think at times have been a terrifying experience. 

' 
And now, with another leap of a thousand miles, I bring you almost 

to the end of our long journey. I have no tale to tell of an accomplished 
ascent of one of the big New Zealand peaks for reasons ~ will disclose 
when we get to the Mount Cook district. But first may I take. you to 
a few of the cold lakes that lie on the eastern side of the New Zealand 
Alps. When I first heard of them I did not understand why they were / 
called. cold lakes as I thought all lakes ~ere frigid, but I grasped the 
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reason later when I visited that curious volcanic region in the North 
Island and discovered that many of the lakes there are hot. 

From Te Anau a road is being constructed up th~ beautiful Eglinton 
valley to Milford .Sound and was on the point of completion when the 
war intervened. We drove along it as. far as was then possible, but had 
. no. time to make an expedition on fq.ot across th~ final barrier through 
which a tunnel for the road is being blasted. From ~he Milford Sound, 
the most famous of the. New Zealand fjords; Mitre Peak rises five and 
a half thousand feet straight out of the sea. As in Norway the relentless 
western ocean has forced · its way into the heart of the mountaips. 
New Zealand: too has. ' prodigious noble wild prospects.' . 

Lake Manapouri lies just 'to the south of Te Ariau, and from here 
there is a track oyer the divide t~ another of the fjords ·known. as 
Doubtful Sound. .More accessible, and more frequented by the holiday 
maker is Lake W akatipu on which lies Queenstown with a. backgroun-d 
of a rugged range known as the Remarkables. From the other end of 
this lake higher snowclad mountains and g-laciers are ·visible, the most 
conspicuous peak being Mount Earnslaw. I think ' The Remarkables ' 
is as good a name as any. I have heard for a notable range. If ever I 
discover a rew and striking group of mountains an unlikely con-
tingency I am going to -Gall them ' The Incredibles.' . 

Working our way farther north towards Mount Cook we pause to 
look at Lake Wa.~aka. It was to my g.reat disappointment that I· had 
no time to go to Mount Aspiring, another noteworthy name, which can 
be seen from parts of this. lake.. B~t it -is a long expedition, involving 
the organis.ation of transport. ~ believe that the peak affords some of 
the best rock clinibing_in th~ New Zealand Alps,_ where for the most 
part the rock is not sound. · 

And so with a last look at the Cold Lakes at I..~ake Hawea we end our 
brief New Zealand tour at ~he · Hermitage. This should be the cul
mtnating point of this lrrng pilgrimage from the Ogw.en valley. But I hid 
a bitter disappointment, for the fine weather we had had throughout 
our lakeland journey broke as· soon as we arrived ben.eath the shadow of 
Mount Cook. We pottered about on the .snouts of glaciers., and during 
a break in the storm climbed the spur at the back of the hotel known 
as Mount Sebastopol. Th~n with but two more days of our holiday· 
left, I and my friend got desperate. We hired a guide and borrowed 
axes. We walk~.d up in the rain to the Hooker hut, negotiating with 
difficulty the swollen torrents. We dried our clothes in the hut, had 
a meal, and spent an uneasy night hearing the rain pattering on the iron 
roof. ·The next morning we strolled outside and watched the rain, 
objects of curiosity to the inquisit~ve keas. I never knew before, that 
parrots . frequent glaciers. In the afternoon we packed up and plodded 
back to ·the Hermitage. The view I ought to have seen, the peak I 
might perhaps have ascended, I .can only show by means of a borrowed 
slide. · · 

Thus we reach with a record of failure the farthest point o( our long 
journey. The climax which germinated in the Ogwen valley has proved 
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an anticlimax. Amid these great fields ·of snow arid ice that buttress 
Mount Cook such failures are all too common. The range is perilously 
near to the humid influence of the Tasman Sea. 
An~ so I must bring you home, twelve thousand ~iles in but three 

minutes. As mountaineers we shall not halt in the lotus islands of 
the Pacific. Pago-Pago, where t!?.e ranges rise from the steall)ing 
forests and hide their dripping heads in the clouds, where , Somerset 
Maugham wrote Rain, will not detain us. Nor shall we be tempted · 
to scale· the jungle heights of Tahiti where the growth is even denser · 
and more clinging than the Tasmanian bush, where the only use for 
an axe is to hew a passage through the tentacles of the undergrowth. 
If we halt there at all I doubt whether we shall have enough energy to 

· do more than sit on the sea shore beneath the shade of a palm tree, 
bathing _now and again in water that never chills. . . 

' All round the coast the languid air did swoon, breathing like one 
that hath a weary dream.' Not even the rugged outline of Morea shall 
tempt us, before we are due to board the liner again, from our blue 
lagoon. Only once more shall we pause on our homeward journey, 
and then only for a last look at snow and ice as our train. halts at Banff 
shortly after crossing the great divide in the Rockies. It was twenty 
degrees below zero when I took that picture, and a week before I was 
sweltering in Honolulu. 

I trust that this long journey round the world has not wearied you. 
It was my aim to show as varied a mountain scene as I could in these 

" days when all the Remarkables have become the Inaccessibles. ·Until 
they become approachable again we might keep in training by following 
the example which pur President has set us when he evolved so many 
daring tours over the roofs of the Cambridge Colleges. But I doubt 
if London has anything so sensational to offer asLhe Dolomites of New 
York. And so as we reach the final stage of our journey I commend 
this notable range to your notice. The Empire State Building is more 
severe perhaps than the Kleine Zinne, assuming that you play the game 
and do not go inside and take th~ elevator. . 
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Read before the Alp-in~ Club, July 8, 1943 · 

HIS is probably the sole occasion of my life when I shall suffer 
the formidable honour of reading a Paper to the Alpine Club. 
My feelings during the past weeks have been very much those of 

a novice on a rope being led slowly. but inexorably to his first mauvais 
.Pas, certain that he cannot acquit hims.elf with the right kind of dis-
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